
Wrecking a Dead Laptop for Parts
By Bruce Pierson

Above: An old Laptop Computer that is no longer in working order. 
What!!!!, you've still got that old laptop in your shed that died several years ago and
you haven't  binned it  yet? Well,  it's so obsolete that it  wouldn't  be much use now
anyway, even if it was still working, so better bin it now. Well, not quite yet, it's well
worth wrecking it for parts before you toss the junk.

What useful parts could be inside a laptop? That will vary a bit, depending on the
brand of the laptop and how old it is. Above is a typical example of an older model
laptop. This particular unit was put in for repair when it  died. It was diagnosed as
having a dead motherboard, so it was not worth fixing. The hard drive was removed
by the repairer and housed in a portable USB case and given back to the owner, who
didn't want the shell back, so it was passed on to me.

The first thing I noticed with the laptop was a Combo Drive (DVD-ROM/CD Burner)
in the side of the unit. There was a good chance that this still worked and it would be
worthwhile to remove it  and fit it into a portable USB case, for use as an external
optical  drive.  This  type  of  unit  is  very  handy  for  using  with  a  net-book,  which
typically does not have an optical drive fitted. 
Newer laptops will usually have a DVD Burner, which is even more useful than a
Combo Drive, but a Combo Drive or even a DVD-ROM Drive is still very useful.



Above: The optical drive in a laptop (in this case a Combo Drive) can be made portable. 

Above: This screw (arrowed) secures the optical drive in this particular laptop. 



So, that's the first thing that you can recover from the laptop. Then, it's a matter of
obtaining a portable USB case for it. These cases are available on eBay from around
$10. However, it is important to check the type of connection that the optical drive
has, before you obtain a case for it.

Above: An external USB drive kit for a laptop optical drive. This one is an IDE type. 
The picture above shows a portable USB optical drive case, as obtained from eBay.
The picture below shows the connections on two different laptop optical drives. The
top one is the older type IDE connection, while the bottom one is the newer SATA
type.  External  cases  for  laptop optical  drives  come  in  both  types,  so  check  your
optical drive connection before you purchase a case for it.

Above: The top connection is IDE and the bottom connection is SATA. 



Having removed the optical drive from the laptop, the first thing to do is to remove
any bracket that might be attached to it. Then it can be fitted into the external case.
This is  usually straightforward and self-explanatory,  which is  just  as well,  as you
don't normally get instructions with the case. Just plug the PCB onto the back of the
optical drive and assemble the case around it, before fitting the two screws in the
back of the case.  Sometimes,  you may need to change the front  panel or file  the
existing panel to fit the case, depending on the type of  front on the optical drive.

Above: The completed portable USB optical drive. 
Now that we have the optical drive converted into a portable USB device, we can go
about dismantling the rest of the laptop and see what else we can find inside it. How
do we go about this? There will be some variation between brands and models of
laptops as to how they are dismantled, but basically, it's a matter of undoing all the
screws you can find on the top and bottom of the case after removing the battery and
any covers. There are often screws under the keyboard as well, so that usually has to
be removed to access the screws.

The screen bezel will need to be removed in order to remove the screen. Sometimes
the bezel is just clipped on and can be pulled off. Other times, there will be screws
holding it  on.  The screws will usually  have  small rubber  plugs over them,  which
double as spacers, to keep the screen clear of the keyboard.

To find out exactly how to dismantle your particular laptop, a good idea is to google
the dismantling instructions for your model, as it's quite likely that there will be a
video on YouTube that will guide you through the process. It's really easy to inflict
damage on a laptop when dismantling it and having an instruction video will assist in
the easy dismantling of the unit with minimal damage. However, as we are wrecking
the unit, it doesn't really matter if any of the unwanted parts are damaged, but it does
make dismantling easier if you know exactly how to do it.



So, what did we get from wrecking this laptop? The picture below shows the parts.

Above: Here's the parts that we got from wrecking this laptop. 
We kept the screen and the keyboard, however, these would have limited use and
would only be suitable for the same or similar model laptop. The same applies to the
battery, which may not even be any good anymore. If it is no longer usable or wanted,
it can be sent in to a battery recycling centre. Do not bin it, because that is bad for the
environment, due to the chemicals contained in the battery. Always do the right thing!

Here's what we got from this exercise:
1 – LCD screen,   1 – keyboard,   1 – battery  – These parts would have limited use.
1 – Celeron 2800+ CPU,   2 – 256MB DDR RAM modules  – Useful for an upgrade?
1 – Combo Drive which we converted to a portable USB optical drive,
1 – motherboard with some SMD components,    3 – PCB with SMD components,
2 – small speakers in small boxes,   1 – copper CPU heatsink with built-in fan,
93 – assorted small screws,  Several other assorted screws, nuts and other hardware,
6 – small rubber caps,   2 – hinges,   Some hookup wire,   1 – memory battery.

The parts available from different laptops will vary from this selection. Some CPUs
are  soldered to  the  motherboard,  not  socketed.  The  same applies  for  some  RAM
modules in newer models. If the hard drive is still present, it can also be housed in an
external case and used as extra backup. Always handy, even if it is only a small HDD.

Overall, the exercise was worthwhile, as some useful parts were salvaged before the
junk was binned. The biggest score was the optical drive, which now has a new life
as a portable USB optical drive, which will prove quite useful in the future.


